Recently, Internet of Thing (IoT) appears to be a new paradigm for everything to be connected seamlessly to the Internet. One of the standards used to fit the low power devices into IoT is IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor network (WSN). To support IPv6 packet transmission over the IEEE 802.15.4 networks, the IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) adaptation layer is necessary. The 6LoWPAN adaptation layer divides the packet into a number of fragments before it is transmitted. At the receiver, these fragments will be reassembled to become the original packet. However, the existing reassembly process in the adaptation layer fails to consider the irregular arrival sequence of fragments which can cause the packet that has been reassembled to be corrupted. This serious impediment in reassembly mechanism can cause unacceptable packet lost. In this paper, a new reassembly mechanism namely Multi-Reassemblies Buffer Management System (MR-BMS) is proposed in the context of providing efficient 6LoWPAN packets reassembly. In this proposed mechanism multiple reassembly buffers are created dynamically such that multiple reassembly sessions can be processed simultaneously. Each reassembly session is responsible for a packet reconstruction. The performance of proposed MR-BMS is compared with RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation. Results show that the proposed mechanism outperforms RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation with 121.7% and 16.2% higher packet delivery ratio respectively when packet encountered more fragmentation. Moreover, the proposed MR-BMS has a comparable average energy consumption with other mechanisms.
Introduction
Internet of Thing (IoT) is going to connect trillions of smart devices, allowing users to seamlessly connect to them irrespective their whereabouts. These smart devices viz. smart light bulk, thermostat, home appliances and etc are equipped with sensor and actuator, a tiny microprocessor, a communication device and a power source form an IEEE 802.15.4 standard Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). In addition to provide the sensor information to the outside world, these smart devices must be able to receive input from other networks. Because of the pervasiveness characteristic of IoT, integration of IPv6 network into WSN becomes the specific technology that realizes the IoT implementation. The rapid developments in IoT in recent years have therefore led to a renewed interest in IP-WSN.
However, the biggest challenge in IP-WSN is to fit the large IPv6 packet size into small packet transmission size. Considering the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for IPv6 is 1280 bytes, whereas IEEE 802.15.4 standard defined maximum MAC frame size to be 127 bytes. To solve this dilemma, IETF IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) Working Group has defined an adaptation layer to allow the transmission of IPv6 packets over 802.15.4 networks [1] . The adaptation layer in 6LoWPAN is used to handle three main functions such as header compression, fragmentation and reassembly, and layer-two forwarding. These functions work independently with their own extension header and mechanism. This paper focuses on fragmentation and reassembly mechanism. To resolve the discrepancy between IPv6 MTU and 802.15.4 MTU, the adaptation layer fragments the compressed IPv6 packet that is unable to fit into a single 802.15.4 frame. Maximum timeout for each reassembly is 60 seconds [1] . All fragments will be attached to a fragment header. A first fragment carries an initial fragment header that includes the datagram size and datagram tag; meanwhile subsequent fragments carry subsequent fragment header that includes the datagram size, datagram tag, and also the datagram offset.
However, the current reassembly mechanism in the receiver side is found not able to handle fragments efficiently especially to manage multiple reassemblies simultaneously. There is only a single buffer available in the existing reassembly system. Due to transmission delay, fragments from packet may not arrive at receiver side in sequence. Whenever a fragment of different packet arrives at receiver side while the buffer is occupied by previous fragments waiting for their remaining fragments, the fragments in the buffer will be flushed although yet to timeout. The buffer has to be emptied to give precedence to accommodate the new incoming fragment from different packet. This situation gets worse when the receiver receives fragments from many different sources at the same time, and as a result no packet reconstruction can be succeeded.
Too little attention has been paid to fragmentation and reassembly mechanism in adaptation layer, to the best of our knowledge, literatures of [2] and [3] are state of the art. Chan et al. in [2] have developed the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer with fragmentation and reassembly mechanisms in Qualnet simulator. Thubert and Hui in [3] have identified the serious drawbacks when transfer bulk data with existing fragment forwarding mechanism. Therefore they suggested recovering method to retrieve the individual lost fragment from the source to increase success possibility of packet construction.
In this paper, a new buffer management system namely Multi-Reassemblies Buffer Manager System (MR-BMS) is proposed and developed for 6LoWPAN reassembly mechanism. This system is applied to the adaptation layer in receiver side. The receiver is allowed to store all arrived fragments in multiple reassembly buffers, and let them wait to be reassembled. The multiple reassembly buffers are managed by a buffer manager. The buffer not only creates and destroys the assembly buffer in the list, but also monitors the expiry of each reassembly buffer periodically. Upon timeout, the reassembly buffer will be flushed to accommodate the new fragment. Once an IP packet is constructed, the buffer is also freed up for next fragment. The proposed MR-BMS has been examined under the Unit Disk Graph Medium (UDGM) WSN environment in Cooja simulator. Its performance is evaluated with packet delivery ratio and average energy consumption. The simulation results show that the proposed MR-BMS outperforms the RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation with an average of 16.2 % and 121.7 % higher packet delivery ratio respectively when against the increased packet sizes. Moreover, the proposed mechanism has a comparable average energy consumption with other mechanisms.
The Proposed Multi-Reassemblies Buffer Management System (MR-BMS)
There are three main components in the proposed MR-BMS, namely buffer manager, list of reassembly buffers, and IP packet buffer. When a fragment arrived, buffer manager will either direct the fragment to go into the appropriate reassembly buffer or create a new reassembly buffer for the fragment whenever it found suitable. The decision made by the buffer manager is based on information of the fragment such as datagram tag and source MAC address. Whenever there is no matched of this information with current reassembled processes, buffer manager will trigger new reassembly session.
Additionally, the buffer manager will examine the validity of each buffer by checking its reassembly timer which has been set during the buffer creation. For the expired buffer which received the initial fragment, the buffer manager will send the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) Fragment Reassembly Time Exceeded message to the fragment's sender based on the sender IP address in the initial fragment, before the expired buffer is flushed by the buffer manager. Besides that, the buffer manager will also determine whether the incoming fragment is an initial fragment or a subsequent fragment by identifying their fragment header. If it is an initial fragment, the IPv6 header will be decompressed and added into buffer as routing decision; otherwise the subsequent fragments will be copied the payload into the buffer.
Each reassembly buffer in the list of reassembly buffers is created, destroyed, and maintained by the buffer manager. The reassembly buffers are differentiated with respect to datagram tag and MAC source address of their fragments. The buffer manager specifies the threshold for the number of buffers in the list to avoid memory overhead in constrained node. The length of each reassembly buffer is tailored according to datagram size which represents the size of an IP packet before link-layer fragmentation. Each buffer then reserves adequate positions for embedding subsequent fragments in accordance with their offset. While buffer is not full, and buffer still within the time limit, the buffer will wait for the new fragment to complete the process. Once the buffer is filled up by fragments, the content of reassembly buffer will be copied into IP packet buffer and delivered to IP stack for further processing. An operational architecture for the proposed MR-BMS is shown in Figure 1 . 
Simulation Environment Setting
The performance of proposed MR-BMS is evaluated by using Cooja simulator. Cooja is the network simulator of Contiki Operating System (OS), which has the SICSlowPAN implemented as its adaptation layer. In this simulation environment, Zolertia Z1 motes are emulated as 6LoWPAN nodes. One node is set as the sink while the other nodes are set as the senders. The sink is used to collect data from all senders and display information to the user. Moreover, the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks (RPL) is used as routing protocol in the network. The transmission range of nodes is 10 meters in each direction. The network diagram of the node distribution is in random topology as shown in Figure 2 .
Besides that, the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY, CSMA, and ContikiMAC are respectively used as radio type, MAC protocol, and Radio Duty Cycling protocol in this simulation. Senders that send 1 packet per second are used as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic sources. The packet size of traffic flow will be increased gradually for each simulation. In the reassembly process, the maximum payload length supported in 802.15.4 frame is 102 bytes, and the reassembly timeout is set to 20 seconds. Each scenario is simulated over one hour. The summarized simulation parameters as shown in Table 1 are set accordingly during the Cooja simulation. 
Performance Evaluation of Proposed MR-BMS
The simulated results of the proposed MR-BMS are compared with the RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation against the varying packet sizes. RFC 4944 is the fundamental for fragmentation and reassembly mechanism which has defined fragmentation type and header in 6LoWPAN. SICSlowPAN is the 6LoWPAN implementation released by Contiki, and being tested by [4] for its fragmentation performance. Both RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation have only one reassembly buffer. They will receive fragments that may out of sequence from the sender, and store fragments into reassembly buffer. Whenever a fragment from other packet or other sender arrived, the RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism gets rid of current reassembled fragments such that the new reassembly session can be started with new fragment. In contrast to throw away the reassembled fragments, the SICSlowPAN discards all incoming fragments from other packet or sender until the current reassembly buffer is expired. The results of simulation are analyzed by using the routing and energy performance metrics, namely packet delivery ratio and average energy consumption.
Packet delivery ratio
Packet delivery ratio is a ratio that indicates the successful transmission of data packets from source node to a destination node which can be calculated as [5] transmit packet total received packet total Ratio Delivery Packet =
The measured packet delivery ratio only considers the success of CBR data packet transmission. The control signaling messages are not considered in this calculation. Hence, packet delievery ratio is used to reflect the reliability of proposed MR-BMS over the increasing packet sizes. Figure 3 depicts the graph of the packet delivery ratio against packet sizes. Initially, all three mechanisms stay constant with SICSlowPAN implementation has the lowest packet delivery ratio compared to RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and proposed MR-BMS. Then, it can be seen that the packet delivery ratio for RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation are decreasing with the increasing size of packet. Surprisingly, the packet delivery ratio of SICSlowPAN almost bottomed out when the packets are divided into more than two fragments. This unexpected result is due to the rapid packet transmission from sender which causes overlapping of arrival sequence of fragments. Many fragments will be discarded during the waiting period because the other complemented fragments may be delay or loss. It can be foreseen that the performance will be further degraded if the SICSlowPAN is receiving fragments from various senders. Besides SICSlowPAN implementation, the packet delivery ratio for RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism also went down gradually when the packet size encounters secondary fragmentation. However, its performance is better than the SICSlowPAN in this scenario because it keeps accepting the new fragments for the packet construction instead of continually discarding fragments. Because of multiple buffers, the proposed MR-BMS has better performance compared with RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation which have only single buffer. In the proposed MR-BMS, all incoming fragments are accommodated into buffers for waiting their complementary. Therefore, the proposed MR-BMS is able to maintain steadiness throughout all the packet sizes. Overall, the proposed MR-BMS outperforms RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and SICSlowPAN implementation with an average of 16.2 % and 121.7 % higher packet delivery ratio respectively.
Average Energy Consumption
Average energy consumption is evaluated since the network life span is one of the main challenges in 6LoWPAN. Most of 6LoWPAN devices are battery-powered and energetically weak. Energy consumption in Contiki is computed by using Powertrace mechanism, which consists of four modes; transmit, receive, CPU and Low Power Mode (LPM). Thus, The average energy consumption in this evaluation can be calculated as
where E i,t and E i,r are the energy consumed by node i for transmitting and receiving packet respectively, while E i,CPU and E i,LPM are energy consumed by node i when its CPU is processing and when it is idle respectively. There are n total number of nodes in the network. Figure 4 shows the average energy consumption from senders with increasing packet sizes. Only four points are found in the SICSlowPAN implementation because no sender information can be collected by the receiver when the packet size is over 208 bytes. It can also be seen that the average energy consumption for three mechanisms are almost same. With the increasing packet sizes, the average energy consumption is increased. This is because more energy is needed for transmitting and receiving more fragments. However, when the packet encountered secondary fragmentation, the RFC 4944-based reassembly mechanism and the proposed MR-BMS will consume slightly about 1 % higher energy.
Conclusion
In this paper, the issues of existing 6LoWPAN reassembly mechanisms have been investigated. The paper was undertaken to design a new buffer management system namely MR-BMS for 6LoWPAN to achieve better network performance, in terms of packet delivery ratio and average energy consumption. The result showed that the proposed MR-MBS achieved notable packet delivery ratio with the insignificant increasement of energy consumption. In future, it is recommended that further researches might explore the integration of fragments recovering mechanism and reassembly buffer management to achieve a maximum packet delivery ratio and minimum end-to-end delay with the least energy usage.
